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IBM Security X-Force
Minimize time, costs and exposure
associated with data breaches
Highlights
• Gain expert insights to help
your security team to more
effectively defend

• Develop security
capabilities

• Effectively detect and
prevent attacks

Data breaches and other security incidents are a fact of life,
and historically incident response runs over budget and takes
too long. But proactive management and preparation can
improve the efficacy of managing security risk and reduce
overall costs. With the right services and processes in place,
it is possible to identify potential threats, detect and contain
existing threats before they wreak havoc, and respond
quickly in worst-case scenarios by coordinating response
efforts ahead of time.
Prevent, detect and respond to security incidents more
efficiently and effectively
Protect your intellectual property, client data, reputation
and market share and achieve better control over security
incidents and breaches
Avoid a chaotic response resulting in longer recovery
times and inflating recovery costs
Prepare for and respond to threats and incidents with
intelligence, across all endpoints, from mainframes to
mobile devices
To address the growing need for stronger, more proactive
incident response preparedness, IBM has established the
IBM Security X-Force team comprised of industry-leading,
highly skilled security professionals, experienced in
investigating the world's largest breaches. This enhanced
proactive approach is designed to help organizations prepare
for, prevent, detect and respond to security incidents more
efficiently and effectively to help minimize the loss of
revenue and recovery costs associated with a security
incident.
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IBM Security X-Force Threat Intelligence
IBM Security X-Force Threat Intelligence is foundational to an organization’s security efforts,
providing insights that allow your security team to be knowledgeable about threats to your
environment. X-Force Threat Intelligence services include:
Enterprise Intelligence Management
Premier Threat Intelligence
Threat Intelligence Program Assessment
Strategic Threat Assessment
Dark Web Analysis
Malware Reverse Engineering

IBM Security X-Force Incident Response Retainer
IBM Security X-Force Incident Response Retainer remediation and proactive services help you
prepare for and respond to threats and incidents across all endpoints. Specific capabilities
include:
Incident Response and Breach Remediation
Forensic Analysis
Threat Assessments
Incident Response Program Assessment and Development
Incident Response Playbook Customization
First Responder Training
Tabletop Exercises and Scenario Testing
Managed Detection and Response
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Why IBM?

For more information

The IBM Security X-Force team is comprised
of highly skilled experts with decades of
leading-edge incident management and
security intelligence experience, having
worked on hundreds of the world’s biggest
breach investigations in both the public and
private sectors. The global team possesses a
depth and breadth of cross-competency
security knowledge that is unparalleled.

To learn more about IBM Security X-Force,
please contact your IBM representative or
IBM Business Partner, or visit:
ibm.com/security/services/xforce-incidentresponse-and-intelligence.html
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